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Lamer soon shifted to using dramatically different materials in her 
sculptures; but this early foray into bio art provides one possible 
blueprint for understanding the protean and seductive work that she has 
made over the ensuing thirty-five years, as she has ventured into eye
tricking steel abstractions, scrappy ceramics, and delicate assemblages 
ofplastic refuse. The work demonstrates her zest for chance and her 
interests in instability (whether at the level of microorganisms or human 
beings) and shifting perceptions, as weil as her irreverent approach to a 
century of modemist sculpture, which she has taken as hers to tweak, 
upend, and one-up on both aesthetic and sociopolitical grounds. 

A BIT OF HISTORICAL CONTEXT helps chart Larner's 
accomplishments. In the late l 970s, Gordon Matta-Clark cooked up agar 
cultures in his Sotto !oft, with an emphasis on the alchemical aspects of 

the process. Around the same time, Alan Sonfist was studying precisely how various microbes behave in 
agar. Lamer took a fairly straightforward approach, creating the culture and letting the material go to work. 
(She explained in a video interview from her Los Angeles studio that she was unaware of the precedents of 
Matta-Clark and Sonfist until after the fact.) She used food coloring to dye layers of culture red, yellow, and 
blue in some cases, nodding to the fundamentals of color theory, and perhaps the endgame monochromes of 
Alexander Rodchenko and Barnett Newman. The bacteria become a kind ofbrush, she told me, carving 
through the culture in a send-up ofpainterly machismo that concludes with the growth's death. Many ofher 
petri dishes are displayed in this sepulchral state, though Orchid involves pairing a fresh culture with the 
spent one from the last time it was shown. The work replicates itself every time it is shown, coming alive 
again, dying again, the same but different. 

That cycle of rebirth can sound exotic, but such self-generation is at 
the very core of Conceptualism, implicit in Sol LeWitt's notion that 
"the idea becomes a machine that makes the art." Brought 10 life just 
after Conceptual art's heyday, Lamer's cultures invite a reading that 
deemphasizes the movement's most well-wom associations, like 
dematerialization and ephemerality, while highlighting its parallels 
with organic processes and chemical and biological reactions (with 
all the ecological issues that artend them). Dieter Roth is a precursor, 
having served up biodegradable artworks made of chocolate, cheese, 
sour milk, and plenty more in the 1 960s. (Sour cream, salmon eggs, 
and heroin are among the other substances that Lamer culrured.) 

Just as Lamer was inviting artists to breathe, she was scaling up her 
aleacoric interests from the microscopic 10 the architectural. The 
sculptures she made during the ensuing decades were not literally 
alive, but they found other ways to repudiate a Minimalism that she 
found cold and dead. Corner Basher ( 1988)---a deliciously self
explanatory title---is a kind of mechanical version of the tetherball 
game, with a compact meta) wrecking ball in place of a volleyball, 
and an engine that makes it fly. Set in a comer and secured with 

• 
• 

meta! chains, it does devastating work on nearby walls over a show's 
run. The key is that its viewers can control its power setting. They are 
implicated in the destruction, asked to decide how much damage the 
work will do (at least until another person comes along). They also 
have the option of shutting it down. 

Liz Lamer: Every Artist Gave a Breath (Graz '89), 
1989, glass, nutrient agar, and steel, 11 by 5 by 5 
inches. 

Liz Lamer: Corner Basher, 1988, 
steel, electric motor, and speed 
control, 10 feet high. 
COURTESY REGEN PROJECTS 

same piece. 

Liz Lamer: Corner Basher, 19&8, 
steel, electric motor, and speed 
control, 10 feet high. 
COURTESY REGEN PROJECTS 

COURTESY REGEN PROJECTS 

Corner Basher sits in the lineage of kinetic art and institutional critique, but it came 
about after Lamer attended a display of the outrageously macho robots that Mark 
Pauline presents und er the name Survival Research Laboratories. "Look at all these 
guys with their remote controls, controlling these machines," she recalled in our 
conversation. "It's so tarne. What we need is a machine people can control 
themselves." lt is a nuanced update of, and an injection of ethics into, Chris 
Burden 's Samson (1985), a jack that extends two timbers with increasing pressure 
against facing walls every time a visitor passes through a tumstile to enter the 
room. lnstead of automatic force, Lamer offers free agency. Corner Basher is a 
violent work, but one with a constructive side, as a generator of gestural wall 
sculptures that change swing by swing. No two successive viewers see quite the 

After creating things that move and that die, Lamer began embedding visual 
indeterminacy into static objects. I Thought I Saw a Pussycat ( 1997-98) is a tangle 
ofblue and yellow translucent plastic links so intricately bound up that the eye 
cannot easily resolve it. The two crumbled, cube-like forms of 2 as 3 and Some, 
Too ( 1997-98)---made of steel rods wrapped in paper-shift in appearance as you 
circle them because ofthe unusual curves oftheir bars, and their paint jobs. 
Untitled (Wall), 2000--01, is a roughly five-foot-tall, seven-foot-wide wall made of 
densely crowded painted steel cubes; even viewed up close, the shapes break down 
into a forest oflines. "You can't really rely on your perceptions ifvisual 
information is complicated," Larner said in an interview in the catalogue for her 
1998 show at MAK Museum of Applied Arts in Vienna. "! don't want the 

recognition ofthe form-the extemal shape ofthe object-to be the primary element ofmy sculpture." 
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